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Get started

Imagine a luxury car. The car
is equipped with the latest
instruments and gadgets. The
fuel tank is full. The car is in
full working order; it purrs like
a kitten. You start the car and
drive away, but with no
destination in mind.   

Some people live like this.
They are well educated, fit and
healthy. But they have set no goals for their life, they keep on changing the
direction every time the next new, shiny idea comes along.

That's like arriving at your first junction and making a turn based on whether
you like the road name! As a result you don't go anywhere useful.  No goals
= no destination!

What are goals?
When you set a goal, it describes an outcome you want to achieve in the
future.  If you ask a child "What do you want to be when you grow up?" you're
asking them to set a goal (and they'll probably change their minds, but that's
OK too).  

No goals means your future is an accident, not something you've planned.

What is the difference between a goal and a
dream?
A goal is a dream that you're prepared to take action on. You may wish to
lose weight, but without taking action the chances are we will not lose
anything and may even gain a few pounds.
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Take Action!

How do they help us in life?
Like the car with no destination, if you don't set goals
you will only achieve results by chance. Stumbling
across a place might be fun, but what are the chances
that you arrive somewhere useful without knowing why
you're there or having a plan to get there?

Goals will help you to live the life you want, rather than keep dreaming about
it.

Let's get started!
Sit for a few moments and think about what you would like to accomplish? 
What do you want your life to look like and what you would like to be doing?
Get a clear picture in your head. If the picture is not clear you will not know
when you have reached your goal.

To make your goal is clearly defined check against the following:

Just remember FAST! 

 Focused: On a clear outcome that fits your lifestyle.   

 Achievable: Ambitious, but not so big that you won’t get

started.  

 Specific: Detailed description of what success looks

like.  

 Time-related: With deadlines for each action and an

end-date for the overall goal.
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Define your goal
Include a description of
how you know your goal
has been reached and
the date or time the goal
is to be reached by. 

For example if your goal
is to be able to fit into a
size 12 wedding outfit
your goal could be: 

What is your goal? 
“To comfortably wear a size 12 dress at my wedding in June next year”
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Break the goal down into milestones
Your goals need to be broken
down into a series of actions
or steps and each step takes
you nearer your goal. If you
set a big goal, you may find
you need to set mini-goals or
milestones along the way to
help keep you focused and
motivated

Look at your goal, are there
logical steps that you need to achieve in order to reach the goal. With
anything that is numbers, like weight or dress size it can seem easy to
breakdown in smaller steps. 

Each milestone is a point to celebrate as you feel that sense of
accomplishment.

List the milestones for your goal:
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
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Tasks within a milestone
A milestone is not one task, there are many
tasks that you will need to do to reach that
milestone. 

Just like with milestones you do not want so
many tasks that you are overwhelmed.

To reach a clothing size goal, say in order to fit into a size 18 you may need
to adjust your diet and activity levels. 

An action may be a phone call, looking something up on a website, reading a
book, joining a club, whatever takes you one small step towards your end
goal, or your milestone.

Schedule your activities into your diary and you'll find they get done - and you
achieve your milestones AND your end goal.

Lists the tasks to meet your first milestone
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  

10.  
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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Now track your goals using this easy goal tracking device.

How to track your goal
Once you have defined your goal and milestones add them to the tracker.

Step 1
Print out the blank tracker  (there's a template on the next
for you to download and print)

Step 2
Add your starting point to the bottom of the tracker.

Step 3
Add your goal to the top of the tracker.

Use a short form that reminds you of the entire
goal.

Step 4
Add each of your milestones at each interval on
the tracker

Step 5
When you reach your milestone colour the tracker to that point
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About the author

Reach your Goals
Join us today for a 5 day course on how to set goals
that you can reach.

Learn more about F.A.S.T. Goals and how to stay
motivated.

Start today!

www.EpiphanyWellbeing.Solutions

http://eepurl.com/gBL7pf
https://www.epiphanywellbeing.solutions/


About the author

Introducing Katherine
Most of my life I've been overweight.  I've had a successful career as a
trainer and plenty of success helping people to improve their skills.  But being
a trainer means standing up in front of people.

Running my own business has been fun, fascinating and, sometimes,
frightening!  Part of being a business owner means going to networking
meetings to meet other business owners - and that means standing up in
front of people too.

I'm not lacking in confidence, but I've always been self-conscious about my
weight and, inside, standing up in front of people wasn't my favourite activity.
Setting business goals is something I've done throughout my career - but I
was one of those people who 'wished' to be slim and in shape, but didn't set
my goal and take action for years.  Somehow I hoped that if I ate less, my
weight would reduce - but it didn't.

Finally,  I got the message and sat down to create a proper goal, with
milestones and steps, which included reviewing many different approaches to
reaching my goal.  My choice wasn't everyone's, but it worked for me and I
stuck to it.  I ticked off my progress on my goal tracker and the coloured chart
on my fridge gradually grew until I reached my goal.

This is the result:
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